Archer2
Ruggedized Field Controller

- Large Sunlight-Readable Display
- MIL-STD 810G and IP68 Certified
- 1 GHz Processor
- 5 MP Camera
- 3.5G Cellular Module (optional)
- Internal GPS 2-5 m Accuracy
**Ruggedized Field Controller**

**Archer2 Field Controller**
The Sokkia Archer2 field controller is designed for the construction, mapping and survey professional operating MAGNET® or Pocket 3D software and works with all Sokkia GPS receivers and total stations. An optional 3.5G cellular modem provides access to MAGNET Enterprise for sending and receiving data files and staying connected.

The Archer2 includes a capacitive touch screen, similar to many of the smartphones used every day. The display surface is also extremely scratch-resistant, and much more pierce-resistant to sharp objects as compared with other resistive displays.

With the Archer2's internal “intelligent” batteries, there is no worry of ever overcharging. Typical battery life is tested to 20 hours with excellent performance under extreme conditions. Recharging is fast and comes to a 50 percent charge in as little as an hour.

The Archer2’s external ports are located at the base of the unit: USB Host, USB client micro, power, and audio. The USB Host A is easily used in the field where you can quickly copy a large job, coordinate or DXF files to the Archer2. The DB9 serial port is perfect for older total stations that still require a cable.

**Built to Survive**
In addition to IP68 certification, which protects against dust and is waterproof up to one meter, the Archer2 is independently certified to MIL-STD 810G standard, and can operate in temperatures ranging from -22°F to 140°F.

**Fast 1GHz processor**
Windows Mobile® 6.5 provides a modern operating environment and added expandability with other software applications. The 1 GHz processor drives any Sokkia field application software with ease.

**Built-in 5 MP camera**
A 5 MP auto focus camera with LED flash comes as standard equipment. Store hundreds of photos on the built-in 8GB's of flash storage, and easily transfer them to a computer or USB stick.

**Cellular Modem (optional)**
The optional internal cellular modem is capable of data communicating with MAGNET products to send and receive data to the cloud, making it easy to communicate with field crews when projects need to be changed.

**Sunlight Readable Display**
The Archer2 features a 4.3 inch display designed for viewing in direct sunlight. The display uses a one-touch interface that is optically bonded to increase visibility.
The Perfect Solution

The Archer2 running MAGNET® software matched with either the GCX2 or GRX2 GNSS receivers provide the lightest GNSS RTK rover solutions with efficient workflow.
Software
MAGNET® software is tailored for use with Sokkia field controllers in both field and office environments.

MAGNET® Enterprise
A managers dream of tracking all field and office data in one simple-to-access web interface. Store and exchange your field data in the MAGNET Enterprise cloud. Save the drive time by sending your field and office updates to the cloud rather than driving back to the office.

MAGNET® Office
Full CAD functionality with MAGNET Office Site and Topo, Or field data-processing with MAGNET Office Tools inside AutoCAD® products, like Civil3D®. The MAGNET Office solution has what you need. Pick the module that fits your needs.

MAGNET® Field
Powerful on-board software that covers full functions for surveying and engineering tasks. MAGNET Field handles data collection, stake out, roads and coordinate geometry.

Kit Components
- Battery and charger
- International plug kit
- USB cable
- Quick start guide
- Hand strap
- Screwdriver
- Stylus
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- Product colors in this brochure may vary slightly from those of the actual products owing to limitations of the printing process.
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